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NEW QUESTION: 1
Select the two characteristics of summary pages that set them
apart from non-summary pages. (Choose two.)
A. They contain only level zero.
B. They reference one record definition.
C. They typically contain no related fields.
D. They are display-only.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the result when the configured RTT of an FCIP link is
smaller than the measured RTT?
A. The TCP sliding window constantly resets
B. The minimum available bandwidth for the link must be
increased
C. The link might be oversubscribed.
D. The link might not be fully utilized.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

Betrachten Sie den folgenden Pseudocode:
1. Start
2. Geben Sie X, Y ein
3 . Wenn X&gt; Y
4. __Print (X, 'ist grÃ¶ÃŸer als', Y)
5. Sonst
6. __Print (Y, ist grÃ¶ÃŸer als oder gleich ', X)
7. EndIf
8. Ende
Wie viele TestfÃ¤lle sind mindestens erforderlich, um sowohl
eine 100% ige Berichterstattung als auch eine 100% ige
Entscheidungsfindung zu gewÃ¤hrleisten?
A. Statement Coverage = 3, Decision Coverage = 3
B. AnweisungsÃ¼berdeckung = 2, EntscheidungsÃ¼berdeckung = 1
C. AnweisungsÃ¼berdeckung = 1, EntscheidungsÃ¼berdeckung = 2
D. Statement Coverage = 2, Decision Coverage = 2
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements regarding the monitoring of
an AS ABAP + Java system are true, when you are using a
separate central monitoring system?
A. The central monitoring system must have the System ID "CEN".
B. Central monitoring of AS ABAP + Java-based SAP systems can
only be carried out using a separate AS ABAP + Java-based SAP
system.
C. For monitoring an AS ABAP + Java-based SAP system, you will
use the agent SAPCCMSR for monitoring the AS Java.
D. The central monitoring system must be of a higher SAP
release of the monitored SAP system.
Answer: C
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